
Oral

Written

Words in Use

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the given box :

Ans. merry

noise

meadows

birds

join

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Write the rhyming words :

Ans. boy sit

seen fade

Look at these sentences below and cross out the wrong option :

Ans. Turnon

outside

in

take off

watch the

back side

how to

a. Green wood laugh with voice of joy.

b. The three girls are enjoying.

a. ii. joy b. iii. green

a. When the air does laugh with our wit.

b. Green hill laughs with the of it.

c. The laugh with the lively green.

d. When the painted laugh in the shade.

e. Come live and be Merry and with me.

a. The voice of joy fill the woods hill and meadows.

b. When the painted birds laugh in the shade, the nuts and cherries spread

on the table.

c. The grasshopper laughs in merry scene.

d. The girls are enjoying by playing and singing.

Joy – Wit –

Green – Shade –

a. the television.

b. Blow the car horn.

c. There was no food at home, so we ate .

d. What's the time your watch ?

e. I always my shoes before I enter the temple.

f. I like to television.

g. We have a garden at the of our house.

h. He knows swim.

1 Every Creature Laughs

Let Us Practise
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Grammar in use

Speak

Listen

Write

A. Look at the nouns in this box, say which of these are abstract nouns:

Ans. Abstract Noun :

B. Fill in these blanks with abstract nouns from the adjective given in the

brackets :

Ans. loyalty

failure

determination

helplessness

curiosity

C. Fill in the blanks with suitable abstract nouns from the help box:

Ans. respect

permission

punishment

cleverness

Childhood

victory delight

laughter

arrival

freedom

courage

Complete the conversation between the old tree stump and its friend. You

may use the words in brackets to write the dialogues.

Ans.

Happiness, Intelligence, bravery, cowardice, truth,

niece,

a. The leader commanded great from his followers.

b. He admitted that his is not living up to every one's

expectations.

c. The little girl's to succeed in the competition surprised

the teacher.

d. Vijay took pity on the poor woman's .

e. The to learn on the student's faces pleased the teacher.

a. The citizens of a country must always show to the national

flag.

b. You can not leave the class without .

c. He had to face the given by the teacher because of his

carelessness.

d. He could answer many questions because of his .

e. is the best period of life.

f. The of our team filled us with .

g. The whole class burst into at the funny story.

h. We waited at the station for the of the train.

i. Many leaders fought for the of our country.

j. He showed great in facing the enemy.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Old Tree stump : Hello my friend!

Friend Stump : Hello!

Old Tree stump : I'm  so happy. Today an old friend came to visit me.

Friend Stump : Who  came to visit you ?

Old Tree stump : Some young boys and child came and played.

Friend Stump : Why they came here?
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Old Tree stump : Thy came to take wood from my branches to make

a boat.

Friend stump : When they returned home?

Old Tree stump : They returned to their home because now I am old.

I can not provide these things to them.

2 The Lazy Bird

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. summer

prepare journey

wake up

protected

preparations

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

a. The little bird was lazy.

b. She became late in wakingup everyday morning.

a. ii. lazy b. i. winter

a. The birds spent all flying and playing.

b. The birds began to for the long to a warmer  land.

c. Several of his friends had tried to him.

d. Hespentday looking for theplace thatwas best fromthecold.

e. All these meant that the little bird did survive through

the winter.

a. Every one agreed that little bird should be put incharge of organising

the great journey next year.

b. The other birds kept telling him. "what a lazy bird you are ! You can't

just keep leaving everything to the last minute."

c. The other birds went for long journey to a warmer land to protect

them–selves from cold winter.

d. The little bird realized that it was his own fault. Because of his

laziness, he would have to spent the long cold winter all on his own.

e. She found a place between rocks and made a nest by branches, stone,

and leaves. Then she filled his nest with fruits, berries enough to lost

the whole winter. She dug a little pool in the cave to have enough

water then trained himself to get on very little food and water. So that

she can able to face snow storms.
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f. All the friends were filled with joy got from their voyage. But they

were surprise to see that the little bird still alive.

boat

apple

tree

old

a. Yes it is his.

b. No, it isn't mine.

c. Yes it belongs to Mr. and Mrs. Jain

d. Yes , The bag belongs to Reena.

e. No, the books are mine.

f. No. it is Ranjit's ball.

g. Yes, It is ours.

h. No, It is not mine.

a. Our cricket team is stronger than theirs.

b. His computer looks different from mine.

c. Your sister is playing with me.

d. Her cycle is old.

e. His pencil is blue.

f. The cat is playing with a ball. This is it's ball.

g. I like my sandwich more than you.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

There is a new pupil in your class. You have just made him/her your friend. Write

a paragraph about what you talked about with your new friend. Give suitable title

to your paragraph.

I read in class fourth. A new student has been admitted to our class. His

name is Sanjay. One day, I asked from where he came. He told me that he

belong to Kanpur. But his father is in service in this city so he came to

Words in use

Grammar in use

Speak

Listen

Write

Write three words that come to your mind when you think of :

Ans. river water riverbank

knife redness sweet

green shelter cooling

weak tired ancient

A. Look at these pictures. Whom do these things belong to ? Ask and

answer these questions given below. Work with a partner.

Ans.

B. Tick ( ) the right sentences. Correct the wrong ones :

Ans.

My New Classmate

Ans.

√
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3 Traditional Ring

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the given below :

Ans. mother

thread

handicraft fair

quilt

treasure

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

a. Anna's  family tradition was embroidery.

b. Anna had lost the ring of her mother.

a. iii. bed room b. ii. embroidery

a. Anna's was down stairs in the sitting room.

b. Anna, please hurry with the .

c. In their town, they had an annual .

d. Anna's great grandmother entered her first 50 years ago.

e. Anna sorted through the crow's stolen .

a. Anna had slipped her mother's ring into her finger.

b. Anna watched the gems sparkle in the sunlight that streamed through

the open window.

c. The Anna's mother wanted the thread for embroidering  the blouse.

d. Anna 's mother remember about her own mother, How all of them

were sit together in the after noon, talking and sewing. She still

remember her mother saying. "Marry, that stitch is not straight." Then

Anna 's mother have to pull it back and redo the stitch.

e. Anna was able to find the missing ring when she saw a sleek feathered

crow, who was taking away a silver bead from the sewing basket. It

flew out the window and gone it's nest at the tree. Anna looked all this

and hurrily went down stair. With the help of a ladder she was able to

search the nest of the crow, where she found the ring of her mother.

Delhi and joined our school. I like him very much. He always complete

his class work. He is the first student to reply, what teacher asked. So

within few days we both became good friends. He assists me to complete

my work of mathematics and I help him to complete the work in English.

We both help each other. Both of us have a good faith in each other.
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D. Match the column :

Ans.

Use 'ei' or 'ie' to complete these words :

Ans. ei ie ei

ie ei ei

A. Insert an apostrophe where needed :

Ans. children's

Mira's

The boy's

The woman's

Mr. Sharma's

B. Look at the pictures and find out whose things these are :

Now answer the following questions :

Ans.

Example :

Ans.

Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with the opposite gender or

diminutive (young one) form of the underlined words :

Ans. foal

lion

peahen

fawn

drake duckling

kid

swan cygnet

a. Down i. Works

b. Family ii. Stairs

c. Master iii. Tradition

d. Handicraft iv. Practice

r. Evening v. Fair

c ling p ce rec ve

bel ve b ng rec pt

a. The joy knew no bounds.

b. toys are all over the bed.

c. group got lost in the forest.

d. compartment was for away.

e. This is car.

a. This is bone of dog. b. This is the kite of Rishi.

c. This is the car of Mr. Roy d. This is the doll of Simmi.

e. This is the bell of cow.

a. The garden of Mr. Sharma b. The nest of crow.

c. The pencil of Shina . d. The beak of Duck.

a. The princess had two horses, a stallion and a .

b. The lioness went hunting while the looked after the little.

c. The peacock had a beautiful long tail, the was proud of her

friend's tail.

d. A stag has antlers, the has none.

e. The duck swam in the pond with her while the

waddled on the form.

f. The little did not return form the forest. Both, the Billy goat and

the  nanny goat were so worried.

g. The cab flow gracefully while the and her followed.

Do it yourself.

Words in Use

Grammar in use

Speak
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Listen

Write

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

4 Wizard of Menlo Park

Thomas Alva Edison
Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Words in Use

Read and answer verbally :

Ans. ,

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. USA

twelve.

the Grand Trunk

Railway

New York

New Jersey

C. Answer the following questions.

Ans.

List these words in the order in which you find them in a dictionary. Then

look up their meanings in your dictionary and make sentences with the

a. Thomas Alva Edison born on 11th February  1847.

b. Thomas Alva was famous for his invention of electric bulb.

a. iii. 1847

b. i. telegraphy

a. Thomas Alva Edison was born at Milan Ohio in the .

b. He began to earn money at the small age of

c. At that time a new railway line was opened by

from port Huron to Detroit.

d. The following year, Edison went to in search of work.

e. In 1887, he moved to a larger laboratory in West Orange .

a. Thomas Alva. Edison was born on 11th February, 1847 at Milan, Ohio

in U.S.A.

b. He set up his second laboratory in a luggage van.

c. The name of Edison's newspaper was the Grand Trunk Herald.

d. The father of Edison taught him telegraphy.

e. Edison went to New York in search of work.

f. He moved to West Orange in the year 1887.

g. He died at the age of eighty four on 18th October 1931.
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words.

Ans. Word Meaning Use in Sentences

itchy

malicious

modest

spotless

ticklish

twitch

A. Look at this list of things that your friend Nimesh was planning to do

today. He has checked ( ) the things he has done so for. Talk about

the things He has already done and the things he has not done yet. For

example:

Ans.

B. Write a sentence to describe the situation. Use the right form of the

word in brackets.

Ans.

a. belch expelled forcefully Shyam was belch from the

class.

b. inferior Lower in quality Sita feels inferior herself than

Geeta.

c. itchy have skin irritation He have the problem due to

disease.

d. malicious harmful E-mail brings many

message which

can harm  our Computers.

e. modest shy She was so she cant

wear jeans.

f. spotless clean without marks The life span of leader was

not .

g. ticklish sensitive to tickling The story created the

feeling among the all.

h. twitch Pull sharply The conductor the

passenger in the bus.

a. "He has already done his homework."

b. "He has already cleaned his book shelf."

c. "He hasn't written to his grandmother yet."

d. " He has  already read the headline of today's paper."

e. "He did not helped his mother in dinner."

f. "He did not helped his mother in cleaning the home."

g. "He watched the match on TV.

h. "He hasn't gone to the library yet."

i. "He hasn't done yoga yet."

j. "He hasn't bought a present for Umesh uncle yet."

a. Mr. Sharma asked me my name yesterday. He does not remember it

now.

Mr. Sharma has forgotten my name. (Example)

b. Mithun can not walk. His leg is in a cast.

Grammar in Use

√
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Mithun .

c. This morning my father was expecting a parcel. He has it now.

The parcel .

d. Seema is walking to school now. She goes to school by bus every day.

Seema .

e. The mirror in my room was dirty. It is clean and shining now.

I .

f. There were many gaps in the fence. Now there are no gaps in the

fence.

They .

a. She her home work.

b. He his new pen.

c. Seema on this project.

d. They the bridge on the river Ganga.

e. Tina this book.

f. Arnav his job.

g. The guests .

h. The train you are late.

i. We all the clothes.

j. Grandfather for a walk.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Mumbai

3rd June 20_ _

Dear Raj

How are you. I was there in Wankhede stadium, Mumbai, when the Indian

cricket team won the cricket world cup for the second time. There was a

great thrilling and very exciting moment in stadium among the Indian

cricket fans. Indian team have faced a strong team as Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka

have scored 275 run. In reply of that Indian team scored 277 run to win.

The winning stroke for six run was taken by the captain of Indian team.

got broken his leg

arrived now

missed her school bus

cleaned the mirror

repaired the gaps of fence

C. Fill in the blanks with the present perfect tense of the verbs given in

brackets :

Ans. has finished

has lost

has worked

have constructed

has read

has resigned

have arrived

has left,

have washed

has gone

Imagine that you were present at the Wankhede stadium, Mumbai, when the

Indian cricket team won the Cricket World cup for the second time. Write a

letter to your cousin describing the events. You could use the hints given

below to complete the letter.

Ans.

Speak

Listen

Write
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Every one at the stadium jumped with joy delight. It was a proud moment

for Sachin Tendulakar. He was being carried around the stadium by other

players. Indians were very happy on victory on their home ground. The

whole Indian team and nation celebrated the victory. We watched the

Indian team receiving the trophy with proud and happyness.

Formative Assessment Sheet-1

A. Read the following :

Answer the following questions orally :

Ans.

B. Imagine you are in a shop. you have to buy a birthday gift for your

sister. Have a conversation (inpairs). You are the customer and your

partner the shopkeeper. Then reverse roles.

Ans.

C. Imagine you have been elected monitor of your class. Give a short

speech thanking your teachers and friends for their support.

Ans.

D. Prepare a stanza on Thomas Alva Edison and speak it in front of class.

Ans.

a. Grandpa decided to settle down in Dindigul.

b. The doctor told grandpa that the climate of Madras, damp sea air

would not suit him any more.

c. There was a cowshed , a well and a large garden in grandpa's house.

d. Granny had decided to keep a cow, so that fresh milk could be

available.

Do it yourself.

I would like to say many thanks for your support and the co-operation for

electing me as the monitor. I am very much thankful for your faith. I will

try my best to full fill my duties and work. I hope no body will find any

fault in my work I assure you, I will prove my self with my work and

behaviour as the best candidate selected for the monitor.

Once again i say thank you very much.

Do it yourself.

5 Proud Hare And

Humble Tortoise
Let Us Practise

Oral
Read and answer verbally :

Ans. a. Tortoise and rabbit started the race.

b. Rabbit lost the race.
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Written

Words in use

Grammar in use

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. difficult

started

jungle

easily

rabbit

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Write the rhyming words

Ans. race again

read busily

tap plumber

face

Add or remove a vowel from each of these words to make new words. Follow

the examples.

Ans. could storey

bean pin

heard rod

feather fast

Choose suitable question tags from the box to complete the questions :

Ans.

a. ii. task b. iii. lazily

a. It was a very task.

b. When the tortoise and rabbit to race.

c. With all the animals in the joining the fun.

d. The rabbit thought he would win the race .

e. In the end the lost the race.

a. It was a difficult task for tortoise because the tortoise can run very

slowly.

b. Rabbit thinked that tortoise could run only lazily. and he will win the

race easily.

c. Rabbit could not remember that he had to beat the tortoise.

d. Actually, over confidence of rabbit that ‘he could easily win the race’

gave rise the reason that tortoise sleep in the way. Resulting this the

tortoise lost the race.

face – begun –

speed – easily –

nap – slumber –

grace –

a. cold – b. story –

c. ban – d. pain –

e. hard – f. road –

g. father – h. feast –

a. Shyam : There's some juice in the refrigerator, isn't there ?

Shalu : Yes, there is a whole bottle.

b. Shyam : Mother is getting us a pup, isn't she ?

Shalu : Yes, we can't wait to see it!

c. Shalu : Pups are difficult to look after, aren't they ?

Shyam : No, I don't think so. But you'll help, won't you ?

d. Shalu : Of course, I will. We should take him to a vet, won't it ?

Shyam : Yes, as soon as possible.
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e. Shyam : The pup will miss its mother, won't it ?

Shalu : Probably !

a. When did Priya go to market by bus ?

How did Priya go to market yesterday ?

b. What did Priya buy from the Market ?

From where did Priya buy apple and oranges ?

c. Who knocked at the  door ?

Who answered when Prem knocked at the door ?

d. Where does pretty lady live?

Who does live in a large house which has a beautiful garden.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

MEERUT

25-07-20_ _

Dear Uncle,

Thank you very much for the wrist-watch you presented to me on my

birth day. I like it very much. This is the watch of same model and colour

waht i like I wanted for preparing my exam. I am very happy to find this

as my birthday gift. With regards your loving Neema.

Form as many questions as you can for the following statements using what,

when, where, why, whose, which and how.

Ans.

A thank you note is a short letter written to thank some one.

Ans.

Speak

Listen

Write

LIFE SKILLS-1

A. Imagine you have gone to the park with your younger sister, when she

falls down from the swing and hurts herself. The cut on her forehead

is bleeding. There are no elders close by. What will you do?

Ans.

B. Two of your close friends are Nitin and Suhail. Nitin had asked to

borrow Suhail's pen - but the pen belongs to Suhail's sister and he had

refused to give it to Nitin. So they have a fight and are now not talking

to each other. Both of them expect you to support their point of view.

Ans.

Now Answer these :

Ans.

I will tie a cloth on wound and call a doctor for treatment and bring him

home.

Do it yourself.

a. umbrella never gets wetter, however it rains much.

b. White house is in Washington, U.S.A.
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Oral
Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

Written

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. information

wood pulp

newsprint

authentic

kids

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Match the column :

Ans.

a. Charles Fenerty of  Canada made first paper in 1928.

b. News paper are of various kinds like; daily, weekly, biweekly,

monthly, bimonthly, and Quarterly.

a. iii. paper b. ii. The lead

a. A newspaper is a journal carrying for all around the

world.

b. Newsprint is made of by recycling the paper.

c. A newspaper is printed on a low cost paper called .

d. This is one medium that gives us , first hand information.

e. Newspaper is a medium that nurtures the .

a. News paper are very easy to carry, available very where and very

cheep in price.

b. The first paragraph having new story is called "The lead" There

remaining paragraph are called as  "Inverted pyramids".

c. Acta Diurma was the first person who thought about the invention of

newspapers.

d. The cost of newspaper is very less. Because the advertisement are the

primary source of incomes so the newspaper have less cost.

a. Charles Fenerty of Canada i. through which the

publisher earns.

b. Johannes Gutenburg devised ii. Samuel Buckley

c. Advertisement is the only means iii. 1621

d. The Daily Courant was founded iv. made the first paper

by from wood pulp

e. The Corante was published in v. the first printing press

6 The Journey of a Newspaper

Let Us Practise
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Words in use

Grammar in use

Choose the correct word to fill in the blanks. You may choose a word more

than once.

Ans.

a lot of

some

a little

much

a few

any

The present perfect progressive tense

Read these sentences

A. Complete the sentences with have/have + been + ing form of the verb

in brackets :

Ans. has been raining

We have been waiting

I have been working

has been making

has been living

B. Complete the sentences with the right form of the verbs in brackets :

Ans. have been living in

have been studying

has been playing

has been teaching

has been conducting

Look at these words

Ans. hard work

heavy traffic

main idea

Now work with a partner and complete the sentences with suitable phrases

from exercise. Make changes where necessary.

Ans.

a. When Rimpy was a child, she had noodles for breakfast lunch and

dinner. She really ate noodles.

b. "Do you want to share of my noodles?” She asked me one day.

c. " Just will be  enough for me.'' I replied.

d. "Oh! I don't have left," Rimpy said.

e. " Have biscuits instead," she offered.

f. "No, thank you. I don't want biscuits," I replied.

Do it yourself.

a. It all morning. If it does not stop raining now, the

area will be flooded.

b. for bus for the part twenty mintutes.

c. on the science model for the past two weeks. I

want to take part in the inter school science exhibition next week.

d. My grand father puppets since he was a child.

People from for come to buy them.

e. Sumeet in Mumbai for seven years. He like the city.

a. Ruma and Ronit Indore for six years.

b. Ruma and Ronit at National school since June

2006.

c. Ronit hockey for five years.

d. Their mother for two years.

e. Their father cooking classes since January this

year.

a. hard /main work

b. deep/heavy traffic

c. main / heavy idea

a. Have you read this paragraph.

Yes, but I don't remember the details, just the main idea.
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b. What did the coach tell you before the match ?

He gave us some very .

c. Why did you come late to school?

There was on the roads today.

d. Who do you think will become class monitor this year ?

it will be Pranati.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself

Address  36, Anandpuri,

MEERUT (U.P.)

Date 25-12-20_ _

Dear Mummy,

How are you ? Thank you very much for the sweater, you sent for me. I

feel the worm attachment of you hands when i wear this, I like it very

much. Besides this you have done many things for me. Thanks you very

much for all things you done for me.

Yours affectionately,

A.B.C.

useful tips

heavy traffic

I think

Write a letter to your mother thanking her for all she has done for you.

Ans.

Speak

Listen

Write

Formative Assessment Sheet-2

Work in groups

Project

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Summative Assessment Sheet-1

A. Mark ( ) the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Write meaning of the following words :

Ans.

√

a. iii. green b. i. winter c. ii. embroidery

d. iii. lazily e. iii. paper

a. Woods – forest

b. Chorus – group of singers

c. Struggle – Conflict/strive

d. Fault – Mistake

e. Entering – take part in Competition

f. Catch on – become stuck in
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g. Allowed – permitted

h. Luggage – baggege of traveller

i. Task – week

j. Information – news

a. Stream – of river took him away.

b. Survive – Only strong person can in cyclone.

c. Forget-me-nots – Her mother called, "I need more blue to

embroider these "

d. Experiment – Edison made many .

e. Indeed – Edison was a great scientist .

a. When the air does laugh with our wit.

b. The birds spent all flying and playing.

c. Anna's was down stairs in the sitting room.

d. Thomas Alva Edison began to earn money at the small age of .

e. When the tortoise and rabbit to race.

a. The other birds kept telling him. "what a lazy bird you are ! You can't

just keep leaving everything to the last minute."

b. Anna had slipped her mother's ring into her finger.

c. Edison was born on 11th Feb1847, at Milan Ohio in U.S.A.

d. Rabbit could not remember that he had to beat the tortoise.

e. The first paragraph having new story is called "The lead" The

remaining paragraph are called as "Inverted pyramids".

a. The leader commanded great from his followers.

b. He admitted his is not living up to every one's expectations.

c. Vijay took pity on the poor woman's .

a. The joy knew no bounds.

b. toys are all over the bed.

c. The group got lost in the forest.

a. You liked the gift, ?

b. The food is delicious ?

c. You are going to see the movie ?

C. Make sentences by using following words.

Ans. Stream

survive

forget- me - nots

experiments

indeed

D. Fill in the blanks.

Ans. mercy

summer

Mother

twelve

started

E. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

A. Fill in the blanks with abstract noun form of the adjective given in the

brackets :

Ans. loyalty

failure

helplessness

B. Insert an apostrophe where needed.

Ans. children's

Mira's

boy's

C. Choose the correct question tag for each and write it.

Ans. didn't you

isn't it

aren't you

Grammar
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Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. Africa

excellent

joy

jackals

coronation

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Words in use

Make sentences

Ans.

a. The Elephant lived in a forest in south Africa.

b. The Jackal's group have a wicked thought.

a. i. elephant

b. ii. eatables

a. The elephant lived in a forest in .

b. He had an physique.

c. He expressed his .

d. A group of also lived in the same jungle.

e. The 'king' elephant was led to his ceremony by the jackal.

a. Wicked Jackal was flattering to the elephants.

b. Jackals have a wicked thought if the elephant died then they would not

have lack of food.

c. The elephant nearly jumped in excitement with joy of being the king

of jungle.

d. Elephant was going with jackal to his coronation ceremony.

e. Shrewd Jackal have plan to see the elephant in deep slough made by

him.

f. The Elephant died in the deep slough.

Wicked – They had a Wicked thought.

King – Elephant want to be the king of jungle.

Eatables – Jackal presented some eatables to elephant.

Joy – The Elephant was nearly Jumped with the joy.

Wish – You may follow me, If you wish.

7 Jackals and An Elephant

Let Us Practise
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Grammar in use

Speak

Listen

Write

What is Udit doing at the doctor's Clinic ? Fill in the blanks with can, Can't

may or must and find out.

Ans. must

can't

Can

can't

may

may

must

Can

may

can't

can't can

can

can

Complete the sentences with the right phrases from the box :

Ans. all that while

lit up with joy

refused to leave

out of danger

kept guard outside.

Let us create a story. Take the help of the picture given below. You may use

the clues given in the boxes :

Doctor : You exercise no matter how busy you are. Swimming

is a good form of exercise.

Udit : But I swim, Doctor I don't know how to.

Doctor : What about cycling? you cycle ?

Udit : No, I cycle either.

Doctor : In that case, you go for a walk every day.

Udit : Yes I walk.

Doctor : Good, But you walk briskly. Walk for about forty

minutes a day. Try to increase it gradually to an hour.

Udit : I walk for such a long time ? I can walk for more than

fifteen minutes a day.

Doctor : Okay, lets compromise. You walk for fifteen minutes

if you go for the walk twice a day.

Udit : But I walk for so long.

Doctor : Yes you . You do some exercise if you want to

lose weight.

Udit : I think I'd rather learn swimming then. I'll find out if I

get swimming lessons.

Doctor : You certainly do that. As long as you get some

exercise.

a. The school bus arrived an hour later than usual. ¸ the

parents waited anxiously.

b. Ritesh's face when he opened the big box. There was a

cricket kit inside.

c. The audience when the show was over. They wanted

to meet the singer and congratulate him.

d. The storm was over and the captain of the ship sent a message that

they were .

e. While the king slept inside the tent, the soldiers

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.
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A True Friend

Ans. There were two friends Raju and Sonu. They were travelling through the

forest. Suddenly, they were chased by a wild bear. Both of them were

afraid by the bear. Raju climbed on to a nearby tree but Sonu did not know

to climb the tree. Sonu was much afraid. Suddenly, a trick came to his

mind. He laid down silently to the ground and stopped his breath too. The

bear came near to Sonu and put his nose on the chest of Sonu. But Sonu

was unmoved still laid silently. The bear assumed that Sonu have died. So

the bear move forword and Sonu escaped with his intelligence. Sonu

learned the lesson the true friends are those, who helped you at the time of

great need.

8 Across a Magic Sea

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. read

sail

jungles

a lot of

summer snow

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Write the rhyming words :

Ans.

a. We can sail a story boat across a magic sea.

b. We can learn story from the story boat.

a. ii. tiger b. ii. Kids

a. Its time to a story.

b. We can a story boat.

c. We can visit .

d. We can learn stuff.

e. When the gets too hot, we'll sail in seas of !

a. The story boat means the reading of story book.

b. We can know about jungles, bear, visit a place, can ride on elephant

and in summer we can enjoy seas of snow.

c. We can sail a story boat by reading the stories.

a. Me – sea b. Bear – dear

c. Boats – coats d. Know – sow
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Words in use

Fill in the blanks with compound words beginning with over.

Ans.

Relative pronouns that, who, whom, whose, which

A. Connect the beginning of the sentence in column A with a suitable

ending from column B, using a word from this list.

Ans. A B

B. Now with a partner repeat column A and complete the sentences

using suitable relative pronouns and ending of your own.

Ans.

C. Conditional Sentence.

Ans.

D. Complete these sentences suitable. Follow the example :

Ans.

E. Match the sentence parts in column A with their correct parts in

column B :

Ans.

a. Overfilled = filled with great joy.

b. Overcoat = a long thick warm coat worn in cold weather.

c. Overhear = to accidentally hear something.

d. Overtime = extra hours that some one works at their job.

e. Overtake = go past another vehicle travelling in the same direction.

f. Overload = give someone more work than they can deal with.

Do it yourself.

a. I saw the house I hadn't met before.

b. I don't like films films have won many awards.

c. I admire people have sad endings.

d. I met several people Mr. Sahu has built.

e. He is an actor. have travelled a lot.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

a. If  Sheena is ill, __________.

If Sheena is ill, she will see a doctor.

b. If Uday is late for school, he can't attend the class.

c. If you get hurt, you should go to doctor.

d. If your skirt is dirty, you can't attend the party.

e. If your tooth hurts, you cant not chew food properly.

1. If you wake up late a. You will feel thirsty.
in the morning

2. If you exercise every b. you will win prize.
day

3. If you do not drink c. you will be strong and healthy.
4. If you eat a lot of biscuits d. you will be late for your school.
5. If you answer the questions e. you will not be able to eat

correctly dinner later.

Grammar in use
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Speak

Listen

Write

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

When I woke up this morning, my face felt funny. When i looked in the

mirror, I couldn't believe what I saw. I had grown a , It was and

thick. When my mom saw it, she was . At first, she

. Then she told me .

Use your imagination to fill in the blanks and complete the story. Give the

story a suitable ending.

Ans.

beard long

dumb founded was

scared to relax After sometime, I found it

interesting. Later i went to the father of one of my friend. He told me

that it was something which happens to one in a million. He gave me a

medicines and instructed me to remain inside for few days. after three

or four days I felt better and slowly and slowly all my beard

disappeared and became normal again.

9 Two Princes and One Swan

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. arms

door - keeper

stool place

frightened

fear

a. Shuddodhna was the king of Kapilvastu.

b. Siddhartha and Dev datt was cousin brothers.

a. iii. throne

b. i. King

a. Siddhartha has a white swan in his .

b. The enters with Dev datt.

c. Siddhartha puts the swan on the and goes back to his .

d. The swan is and kept looking at Siddhartha.

e. The swan trembles and cries with .
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C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Words in use

Find out any five adjectives from the story and use into sentences.

Ans. good

strange

naughty

frightened

white

A. Use the correct options to fill in the blanks :

Ans. were playing

was riding

were going

were sleeping

was sleeping was resting

B. Tick ( ) the correct option to complete the sentences :

Ans.

a. The second minister thinked perhaps Dev Datt want to complain

against some one.

b. Prince Dev Datt want to meet the king because he had complaint with

Siddhartha. Prince Dev Datt told that Siddhartha have taken his swan.

c. Prince Dev Datt have told that swan was his because he shoot the

swan.

d. Siddhartha said that the swan was his. Because he have saved the life

of swan.

e. The chief minister decided that both will call the swan. Only swan can

decide where he want to go.

f. Swan has decided the case. When Dev Datt called the swan, he cries

fear which whish showed that swan did not like to Dev Datt. But when

Siddhartha went to swan and called him, them swan Immediately went

to Siddhartha. In this way, Swan has solved the case.

a. Good – The Prince was a lad.

b. Strange – It was a case.

c. Naughty – That's very of Siddhartha.

d. Frightened – The swan was .

e. White – It was a swan.

a. The children in the park when it rained.

b. The horse on which the king tripped and fell.

c. Are you going to see a movie ?

I thought you to the market.

d. Why you on the floor when I came in ?

e. I not . I just .

a. ii. was watching b. iii. were you sitting

c. i. was waiting d. iii. was filling

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Grammar in use

Speak

Listen

Write

√
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Formative Assessment Sheet-3

A. Read the following :

Answer the following questions orally

Ans.

B. Listen to the principal of a school announcing new school rules at the

assembly on the first day of the school year. Do not write anything

while your teacher reads out the principal's speech.

Ans. New School Rules

8- 00 A.M

3-00 P.M

30 Minutes

good hand Writing

obey Complete their

work

C. Composition Do it yourself.

Ans.

a. Shyam had always been a very thought full boy.

b. His heart was full of mercy he was kind hearted boy.

c. He stop. His half bow half drawn in his hand because he did not want

to kill the innocent animals.

d. He would say him self. "Why should I hurt the poor creature.

e. Even in the race he would stop because his horse was tired. He did not

want to give pain to his horse. So he lost the race.

School begins at .

School ends at .

Duration of the recess is .

Home work must be handed in .

Parents will be informed if students do not and

.

Do it yourself.

Oral
Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. never

dead

a. A world can never be recalled.

b. We can make happier world when our conversation is cheerful.

a. iii. heart b. iii. day

a. A word can be recalled.

b. No word is ever .

10 Just the things we say

Let Us Practise
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c. Now words once spoken can bring to a heart.

d. To make the a sadder or a place each day.

e. Makes the world a place to be.

a. No, It is not possible to cancel any said word.

b. No, The word once spoken can never die.

c. Yes, Children have the power by their words to make the world

happier or saddest.

said – read heart – hurt

day – say me – see

a. p b. p c. a

d. e a t e. m f. o

You should speak clearly. The audience should hear and under stand every

word you speak.

I got in through the back door .

I am not free now, but I will go the shops tomorrow.

I haven't met Rita in a long time. I think I saw her lost month.

Ans. Priya has a strong voice. She sang very at the concert.

I went to school at 9 O' clock at 8 O' clock I had visited my friend

in hospital.

I need the book before class today. I want it .

a. Sandeep write his essay.

b. The train arive's late.

careless grief

world happier

better

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Write the rhyming word :

Ans.

Words in use

Use the clues to know the words.

Ans. s l e e u r e d

e l p h n s u m e r h u s e

Now write the first letter of each word and read the name

SURESH

"Work in pairs. Ask a questions using 'how' or 'when'. Then, answer the

questions using a suitable word from the box :

a. How should you speak in the elocution competition?

Ans.

b. How could you enter without waking us ?

Ans. quickly

c. When would you go for shopping ?

Ans.

d. When did you met Rita ?

Ans.

e. How was Priya's performance at the concert ?

loudly

f. How was your morning today ?

Ans. earlier

g. When should I return your book ?

Ans. now

Rewrite the sentences given below, using the adverbs given in brackets in the

right place :

Ans. legibly

frequently

Grammar in use
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c. They often visit the temple in their town.

d. I have a cup of coffee in the evening.

e. Father agreed to take us to the park.

f. The train is moving out of the station.

g. Our soldiers fought.

h. It is raining .

i. The Children greeted the teacher.

j. Aniket goes for swimming in winter.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

usually

readily

slowly

courageously

heavily

happily

never

Speak

Listen

Write

Problem 1 :

Ans.

Problem 2 :

Ans.

Problem 3 :

Ans.

b. Tell your father about it and help him restore the file

d. Talk to your friend about it and make him realise that this is not a good

habit. Make him promise that he will mend his ways.

b. Tell the truth to the teacher that you were seeking the help from his

answer sheet.

LIFE SKILLS-2

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

a. 10 Months b. 12 Months

a. iii. Gregorian calendar b. i. ten

11 The Story of A Calender

Let Us Practise
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B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. Janus

Roman

Julian

11 14

Mars

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Words in use

A. Use ter or tor to complete these words :

Ans. t o r t o r t e r

t e r t e r t e r

t e r t o r t o r e

B. Write a homophone (words that sound same but with different

spellings and meanings) for each word :

Ans.

a. January is named after .

b. Julius Caesar was a great emperor.

c. Julius Caesar's own calendar was based on calendar.

d. Caesar's calendar year was eleven minutes and fourteen seconds

longer than the actual year.

e. March derives its name from the Roman God of war.

a. The Julian Calendar was based on an ancient Roman Calendar, which

have only ten months. The first being march. But Julius Caesar added

two more month to make it a twelve month calendar of a year.

b. The name January derives it from the Roman God "Janus". He was the

god of does, beginning, sunset and one that could see backward. Since,

the first month also looks forword to the coming year and bids farewell

to the preceding one, So it was named January.

c. The month February was named at the Roman festival of Februare.

15th day of February Romans celebrates the festival of for giveness of

sins. Februare means to purify. This was the time when housewives

look forword to their spring season's cleaning up task.

d. September comes from word "Septa" which means Seven. This month

have seventh position at earlier calendar. Similarly. October derived

from word 'Octa' means eight. So it was named October. November

came from word 'Novem' mean ninth. These names were specify their

position in earlier calendar. But their name remain same in current

calendar.

e. Month January, March, May and June were named after the Roman

gods, while February, April, July, and August have been named after

historical figure.

Mo S y bet

Wa quar in est

let doc s

sent – scent store – sore

throne – thrown Through – throw

rain – reign pain – pane

pear – pair bear – beer
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Grammar in use

Speak

Listen

Write

Fill in the blanks using 'some' or 'any' :

Ans. any

some any

some

any some

any

As (adjective) as

Select words from the box and complete these sentences.

Ans.

as long as

as heavy as

as old

as

as costly as

a. I didn't eat chocolates in the morning.

b. There are flowers in the basket but there aren't in the vase.

c. Do you have sweets in the box?

d. There isn't jam in this bottle but there is in the jar.

e. Isn't there light in the room?

a. The red ribbon is one metre in length. The green ribbon is also one

metre long. The red ribbon is the green ribbon.

b. Mike weighs 45 kgs. Salman also weighs 45kgs. Mike is

Salman.

c. I am 10 years old. My cousin is also 10 years old. My cousin is

me.

d. The green dress costs Rs 1500. The red dress also costs Rs 1500. The

green dress is the red dress.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

12 Sindbad and Diamonds

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

a. Sindbad was fond of adventures.

b. Some merchant saw him in the eagle's paw.

a. iii. India b. iii. merchants
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B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. fond of

companions

wood

roc

valley

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Words in use

Write one word for the following groups of words

Ans. Island

turban

claw

omnipotent

voyage

Change these affirmative sentences into negative sentences.

Ans. not

do not

not fond

not

Don't

not

not

not

a. Sindbad was adventures.

b. Sindbad 's other went on board but he was left behind.

c. Sindbad hold a piece of thinking that he would not live long.

d. The was flying towards the egg.

e. Sindbad decided to come out of the .

a. The island began to quack. Because that was not a Island but in fact, it

was a great fish instead of Island.

b. The other man sailed away. Because they think that Sindbad had come

back.

c. When Sindbad wake up he saw a large, round, white object lying on

the sand. He climbed down the tree and went to object. It was very soft

and smooth. He looked in the sky and saw a giant bird roc. and the

object was its egg.

d. Sindbad want to get out of that lonely place. So he decided to fly away

from the Island with the bird.

e. Sindbad could not sleep well at night because of the fear of the snakes.

a. A piece of land which is surrounded by water on all sides .

b. A head covering consisting of a long piece of cloth wound round the

head .

c. A curved horny nail on each digit of the foot in birds .

d. Sindbad was all powerful having unlimited power .

e. An act which is full of risk and danger in travel and exploration

.

a. I am going to Delhi tomorrow.

b. I want to eat a cake.

c. She is of her younger sister.

d. The teacher was pleased to see Nikunj's progress.

e. follow me

f. They were confident before the match began.

g. I think he has submitted the home work.

h He does know all about this topic.

Do it yourself.

Grammar in use

Speak
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Listen

Write

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Formative Assessment Sheet-4

A. You have read many stories in your book till now. Pick up one story

that you liked and talk about it in class. For this activity work in

pairs, first discuss and then give the commentary.

Ans.

B. Read the following :

Answer the following question.

Ans.

Do it yourself.

a. Robert Bruce was the king of Scotland.

b. He fought hard to get free his country from England.

c. He hid himself in mountain for long time.

d. He decided to go on trying. like the spider, I will try again .

Summative Assessment Sheet-2

A. Mark ( ) the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Write meaning of the following words :

Ans.

C. Make sentences of the following words :

Ans. exercise

bunch

Justice

address

narrated

D. Fill in the blanks

Ans. South Africa

sail

door keeper

'Janus'

√

a. i. elephant b. iii. bear c. iii. thorne

d. iii. Gregorian  calendar e. iii. India

a. reign – dominion b. obvious – clear

c. Aboard – on board d. stiff – firm / strong

e. complain – displeasure f. puzzled – baffled

g. derive – to get h. enforce – compel

i. quack – to utter a harsh sound

j. hiss – sound of snake

a. His physique was good due to .

b. The wood cutter made a of woods.

c. The king did .

d. The letter con not reached with incomplete .

e. Sindbad his story to other sailors.

a. The elephant lived in a forest in .

b. We can a story boat.

c. The enters with Dev Datt.

d. January is named after .
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e. Sindbad was adventures.

a. Jackals have a wicked thought if the elephant died, then they would

not have lack of food.

b. The story boat means the reading of story book.

c. Prince Dev Datt has told that swan was his because he shoot the swan.

d. The name of month February was named at the Roman festival of

Februare, on 15th day of February Romans celebrates the festival of

for giveness of sins. Februare means to purify. This was the time when

housewives look forword to their spring season's cleaning up task.

e. The other man sailed away. because they think that Sindbad had come

back.

a. I don't like films have sad endings.

b. He is an actor films have won many awards.

c. I saw the house Mr. Sahu has built.

d. I admire people I hadn't met before.

e. I met several people have travelled a lot.

a. The children in the park when it rained.

b. The horse on which the king tripped and fell.

c. Why you on the floar when I came in ?

a. I didn't eat chocolotes in the morning.

b. Do you have some sweets in the box ?

fond of

E. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Grammar

A. Complete the sentence by using that, who, which, whose, whom.

Ans. which

whose

that

towhom

who

B. Use the correct option to fill in the blanks.

Ans. were playing

was riding

were sleeping

C. Fill in the blanks by using 'some' or 'any'.

Ans. any
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